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Multi-Target Multi-Camera tracking
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Abstract

This paper focuses on Multi-Target Multi-Camera tracking (MTMC) problem, specifically on MTMC

vehicle and pedestrian tracking challenges issued by AI City Challenge, where the aim is to track multiple

objects across multiple cameras. A framework consisting of three stages to deal with the MTMC pedestrian

tracking problem is proposed. The stages are single-camera tracking, tracklet refinement along with

tracklet completion and inter-camera association (ICA). Best result on Test set B reached 0.2533 IDF1

score, resulting in 21st place in the challenge, making it a baseline solution for MTMC tracking without

the usage of deep features in online single-camera tracker.
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1. Introduction

Multi-Target Multi-Camera tracking (MTMC) is a

challenging task in computer vision, where the aim

is to track multiple objects across multiple cam-

eras. This helps in obtaining more information about

tracked scenes than with the usage of single camera

tracking. The information can be further used for

crowd or traffic analysis.

This paper focuses on MTMC tracking challenges

issued by AI City Challenge [1]. Previous years of AI

City Challenge the task was aimed at traffic analysis,

but this year the task is aimed at people movement

monitoring. Compared to vehicle tracking, pedestrian

movement is more chaotic, therefore some movement

rules cannot be applied, such as clustering by turn

direction.

Existing solutions [2, 3, 4] follow basic MTMC track-

ing pipeline consisting of object detection followed

by feature extraction. These informations are used

in single-camera tracking. Single-camera tracklets

are then post-processed to reduce tracklet fragmen-

tation and identity switches. Used object trackers

employ appearance features. All these works use

traffic rules in tracklet clustering to reduce search

space both in single-camera (SC) and multi-camera

(MC) tracking. After clustering, similarity matrix is

computed for tracklet pairs that could be merged

together (SC) or, in case of MC tracking, possibly

belong to the same object. Best solution [2] achieved

IDF1 score of 0.8095.

This paper introduces created vehicle detection data-

set and proposes a framework consisting of three

stages to deal with the MTMC pedestrian tracking

problem. Firstly, single-camera tracklets are gener-

ated along with extracted appearance features. Sec-

ondly, refinement and completion for extracted track-

lets is performed by using time constraint conditions,

appearance features, and information about poten-

tial identity switches when tracklets move close to

each other. Finally, Inter-Camera Association (ICA)

is performed by using appearance features.

Best result on Test set B reached 0.2533 IDF1 score,

resulting in 21st place in the challenge, making it

a baseline solution for MTMC tracking without the

usage of deep features in online single-camera tracker.

2. Created vehicle detection dataset

Inspired by [5], the provided training and validation

sets from MTMC vehicle tracking dataset are used

for improving detection accuracy. First, all camera

videos are processed by background extraction method

labgen-of [6]. Then, video frames from provided

dataset are manually extracted based on new infor-

mation, for example 100 follow-up frames containing

only non-moving vehicles are skipped. Best YOLOv5

model yolov5x6 is used to detect vehicles in each

extracted frame. In spite of model accuracy, the pre-

dicted bounding boxes (BBoxes) do not perfectly fit
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every object, so they were manually corrected. Af-

ter correction of BBoxes, annotated vehicles were

cropped and placed onto corresponding extracted

backgrounds.

The created dataset contains 8106 manually anno-

tated objects in total of 3418 images. Due to im-

balance between classes (6470 cars, 1594 trucks and

only 39 buses) and due to challenge task not requiring

vehicle type information, all objects were merged into

one car class. Some examples from created dataset

can be seen on Figure 2.

3. Scene examples from provided pedestrian

dataset

The AI City Challenge MTMC tracking dataset con-

sists mainly of synthetic data, generated using the

NVIDIA Omniverse Platform, and a small portion of

real data, totaling 1491 minutes of Full-HD videos

at 30 FPS from a total of 130 cameras. The videos

are divided into 22 subsets, 10 for training, 5 for vali-

dation, and 7 for testing. The subsets in the dataset

are captured from many different scenarios, such as

from a store or warehouse. Some scene examples

from provided dataset can be seen on Figure 3.

4. Created pedestrian re-identification data-

set

To be compliant with the AI City Challenge rules that

forbid the usage of external datasets (except for MS-

COCO [7] and ImageNet [8]), provided ground-truth

informations in training and validation sets were used

to extract pedestrians from videos into images for

person re-identification dataset creation. Extracted

pedestrian images were manually processed and non-

representative pictures were deleted.

The created dataset contains 15808 pictures with a

total of 104 identities and example of dataset can be

seen on Figure 4.

5. Torchreid training results

Figures 5 and 6 visualize loss function and mAP during

training for 60 epochs with osnet x1 0 [9] model using

Torchreid [10] implementation. The final model mAP

is 92.3% with stable loss function during training.

6. YOLOv7 training results

YOLOv7 [11] detector was used to improve vehicle

detection with created vehicle dataset, specifically

model yolov7. Graphs visualising training and valida-

tion process for 100 epochs can be seen on Figure 7.

Final achieved mAP is 0.744 (using main COCO [7]

metric).

7. Proposed solution

This section focuses on modules in proposed solution

for MTMC pedestrian tracking challenge, as shown

in Figure 8.

YOLOv7 [11] and ByteTrack [12] were used for object

detection and tracking respectively. In contrast to

existing solutions, ByteTrack does not work with

appearance features during training and only relies on

detection results while using low confidence detections

in association process as well, resulting in precise

pedestrian tracking.

Although ByteTrack offers precise tracking with re-

duced computational time, it generates more frag-

mented tracklets when pedestrian is occluded for

longer period of time. Thus, this solution relies more

on post-processing, which handles identity switches

and tracklet merging, using feature vectors extracted

during single-camera tracking phase and spatio-temporal

conditions. Both for tracklet merging and inter-

camera-association (ICA), similarity matrix is con-

structed, containing mean cosine distances between

tracklets.

8. Conclusions

Proposed solution provides a baseline solution for

MTMC tracking with the usage of tracker without

CNN module. Solutions to increase IDF1 metric,

such as ground-plane projection, improving spatio-

temporal constraints and finding best configuration

between YOLOv7 model and its confidence threshold

will be examined in future work.
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